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To celebrate the epic conclusion of the story of the Mod, we are giving you a third chance to get Mod-Bags for free! Filled with juicy Edain
diamonds, which can be used for your own units! For those of you who have not yet finished the mod, there are three reasons why you might
be missing something: Hard mode has been integrated into the mod Edain 4.0 still has a few known bugs A third faction and faction_mod is
included The best way to experience both the fame and glory of the battles of the Third Age is to download Edain 4.0. Let the fun begin.
Edain 4.0 Release Notes Edain 4.0 is the first expansion of the Edain Mod and the last chapter of the epic story. The developers are proud to
present to you their first big expansion, written by Palashree and yourself. The new release adds the new faction and its own story, as well as
numerous new units, heros and buildings. The new hero Elrond, the mod's namesake, provides a special ray that has multiple uses in your
army. The new units range from Sauron's army, to the elven settlers of Rivendell. The new buildings include the castle and the advanced
Forge. The adventure continues until the end! The old Mod comes with all new updates and has been re-released with this new release. All
factions, heroes and units found in the mod have been given a brand new design, and the new factions have their own class storylines and a
splendid new hero. Who is coming with me? The Edain Mod 4.0 brings the third faction of the mod to a conclusion. The Ea-Dana, elves
from Imladris, a village north of Rivendell, makes its debut in this game. The mod is based around the elves, which are one of the three races
present in Middle-earth. Their home is Imladris, a fortress and city in the Misty Mountains. The elves are famous for their artistic skills.
However, they are also very feared by many races, as one of their greatest warriors, a king, also has a reputation for not holding back in
battle. The Ea-Dana have four special abilities: The Elves' eye ability means that every time a hero from Ea-Dana is summoned, he can
summon the eyes of other heroes. Ea-Dana have the ability to summon

Jan 25, 2020 I have downloaded 4.4, extracted the files and tried to run the installer, and it still comes up as Edain 4.4.1. Feb 12, 2018 In this
4 player mission map, you have to kill all the enemy AI waves. If one unit survives, the game is lost! Downloads: 1,301 (1 today) Jun 5, 2016
I've just released a new minor update and a submod. Jun 3, 2016 Today we released Patch 4.4 for the demo of Edain 4.0. You can now
download it directly through the Update function of the Edain . Downloads: 1,301 (1 today) Jan 25, 2020 I have downloaded 4.4, extracted
the files and tried to run the installer, and it still comes up as Edain 4.4.1. Feb 12, 2018 In this 4 player mission map, you have to kill all the
enemy AI waves. If one unit survives, the game is lost! Downloads: 1,301 (1 today) May 27, 2018 The 4.4 Update isnt even available for
download off of MODDB. It just updates from the launcher. There is no Wizard create a hero. WTF. Edain Mod 4.4 Download April 27,
2018 I have downloaded 4.4, extracted the files and tried to run the installer, and it still comes up as Edain 4.4.1. Downloads: 1,301 (1 today)
Feb 12, 2018 In this 4 player mission map, you have to kill all the enemy AI waves. If one unit survives, the game is lost! Downloads: 1,301
(1 today) Jun 5, 2016 I've just released a new minor update and a submod. Jun 3, 2016 Today we released Patch 4.4 for the demo of Edain
4.0. You can now download it directly through the Update function of the Edain . Downloads: 1,301 (1 today) May 27, 2018 The 4.4 Update
isnt even available for download off of MODDB. It just updates from the launcher. There is no Wizard create a hero. WTF. Edain Mod 4.4
Download Jul 31, 2016 Today, we have released Patch 570a42141b
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